IT’S A
LIVING BEING

What is an

Bye

Hi!

It may seem a complex question, but it is not.
There are multiple answers, but for Ikusi an Airport is not just a critical infrastructure with a set of processes
concurring in an efficient manner.

What is an Airport?

How can Ikusi
let emotions flow
without interference?

A place where feelings and emotions meet, full of welcomes and goodbyes, celebrations, waits and even
shopping sprees for our loved ones.
How can Ikusi help you deliver Airports that will let emotions flow without interference?

It is a living being.
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We have proven capacity implementing the operational procedures and automated processes that are required within the Airport Collaborative Decision Making philosophy, which enables collaboration between stakeholders, reducing
delays, increasing predictability of events and optimizing the utilization of resources.

We also provide Airport
Operational Databases
combined with Resource
Management Systems.
The AODB creates a
genuine single set of
operational data that is
intuitive and
user-friendly, serving as
an operations
automation tool.
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As a result, we can achieve reduced passenger waiting times, reduced
apron and taxiway congestion that benefit the environment and increased
real time information sharing and Business Intelligence.
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CHECK-IN

Efficient Airports & Happy Travelers

Ikusi provides state-of-the-art Airport Solutions
that aim for Efficient Airports and Happy Travelers.
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These systems manage
the information
assigning internal
resources such as
boarding gates or
check-in desks, updating
flight status with
standard messaging,
billing these services to
the airlines and
distributing information
to the rest of the
systems at the airport.
They allow ground
handling, airport and
airline staff to take
well-informed and timely
decisions.
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Flight Information Display Systems are paramount within Ikusi´s offer. We have one of the most advanced
and proven systems in the market, suitable for airports of any size and profile.

Furthermore, we offer a content management
module that can be integrated in the FIDS that
allows for additional direct income via advertising
or indirect income via increased commercial
activity.
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Security Systems are especially critical for Airports. Ikusi´s long experience in this field will allow you to manage
all Airport Security Systems under “one-roof” thanks to its fully integrated security platform that includes the
Access Control System, Video Surveillance System, Perimeter Intrusion Detection System and Fire Alarm
System.

MULTI-AIRPORT+SaaS
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All the information is interrelated and managed
centrally. Thanks to our automatic decision module
and our flexible and scalable solution, continuous
improvement and global management of security
are now a reality. Our solution allows decision
makers to make timely decisions, manage events
and solve emergency situations in a hasty and
efficient manner,
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providing the Airport with logical security as well as
physicall security.

Centralized Management

Finally, Ikusi, as a Master System Integrator, is a
reputed supplier of the site which bears the
responsibility for ongoing improvement of the core
airport processes: the Airport Operation Control
Center.

Ikusi builds an environment that encourages easy
decision making, integrating data from all different
systems at the airport, applying business rules of
predefined airport processes and achieving
continuous improvement using a scalable and
modular hardware platform.

+ 120 AIRPORTS
IN THE 5 CONTINENTS

OVER 35
YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

+ 250 MILLION
PASSENGERS

EFFICIENT AIRPORTS
HAPPY TRAVELERS

Operate safely, smoothly
and efficiency

With over 35 years of experience, we continue asking ourselves what an airport is, because only by
asking questions we will be able to meet the ever changing and demanding needs of a sector that is
continuously evolving.
Our expertise has led us to master the Systems and Processes that make possible improving the
efficiency and profitability of an Airport. That is how we can help you operate your airport safely,
smoothly and efficiently

so that nothing will interfere with the human
processes that are inherent to its nature.

Ikusi.
Efficient airports, happy travelers

airports@ikusi.com
www.ikusi.com

